
Colorado College 

Diversity and Equity Advisory Board 

Monday September 30th, 2019 

 

Present: Megan Rhodes, Alistaire Tallent (through Skype), Rushaan Kumar, Jan Edwards, Amairani 

Alamillo, Paul Buckley, Jessica Kisunzu, Tina Valtierra, Steve Lawson, Pearl Leonard-Rock 

 

Absent: Heather Kissack, Melanie Alexander. 

 

Agenda Block 2 

 

I. Welcome Pearl Leonard-Rock (she/her/hers), Associate Director, Butler Center—our newest 

staff member to join DEAB! 

II. Dean of Faculty, Dr. Claire Garcia and the Riley Scholars  

- Discussed current procedures for Riley Scholars and how they may be improved. 

- Dean Garcia and Emily Chan will be the points of contact If DEAB has ideas. 

- Discussed creating a rubric with which to evaluate the Anti-Racism plan. 

- Clarified who currently reviews job ads (Paul Buckley discussed expanding the job ad 

review process). 

- Discussed clearly defining DEABs abilities/action taking powers more thoroughly. 

- Discussed the learn to change the world handout brought by Dean Garcia. 

o Aspects of unconventional or best practice search/hire processes, such as  

 When in the application process it is best to collect reference letters from 

applicants 

 Having applicants take implicit associations tests. 

 Laying out specific criteria for evaluating a candidate’s ability to actively 

uphold the Anti-Racist mission. 

 Candidates having the opportunity to ask the search committee what their 

weaknesses are.  

 Candidates having a mentor through the interview process. 

o Discussed that the condensed timeline at CC may make it difficult to implement 

certain lengthier hiring procedures and how to overcome this. 

o Discussed agreeing upon a specific rubric for hiring each position so that 

everyone is on the same page as to what they are looking for when reading the 

many applications. 

 Some departments are already working to implement these clarified 

processes.  

 Andrea Bruder (computer science department) has made a 

rubric. 

 The rubric should be tied to job description.  

 The rubric should articulate what antiracism work looks like in that 

particular job description. 

 The rubric should include what it certain, necessary criteria would look 

like in an application (such as how to read applications for evaluating the 

ability to teach general chemistry).  

 



- Dean Garcia stated that she is always open to thoughts and feedback of various efforts in 

the dean’s office and that DEAB should feel free to ask her to come talk again or have a 

representative go to office, etc. 

o Specific job descriptions for each position are in the process of being written 

(with the bulk of the work likely happening in the summer). 

- Discussed implementing more staff report/equity training requirements. 

- Discussed creating a standard form for reporting to DEAB (as signified in the faculty 

handbook). 

o Paul has been working on this and will meet with people about getting the form 

completed. 

- Discussed what to do in the meantime for departments that have ongoing, current 

applicant searches happening. 

o Possibly creating some guidelines and formatting them into a temporary template 

to be distributed to departments looking for a standard/on the dean’s website. 

Search chairs could find it and then share with their committees.  

III. In the Loop in November: DEAB invited to provide an update 

Megan will do the update. 

IV. Review summary of DEAB Antiracism draft recommendations to President Tiefenthaler 

Members requested more time to review.  

V. Announcements/New business  

Tina shared about the Colorado Department of Higher Education workshop that she attended 

and the online Inclusive Teaching and Learning Toolkit. 

http://masterplan.highered.colorado.gov/equitytoolkit/ 

 

http://masterplan.highered.colorado.gov/equitytoolkit/

